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Abstract

This paper augments the neoclassical growth model to study the macroeconomic effects of

idiosyncratic investment risk. The general equilibrium is solved in closed form under standard

assumptions for preferences and technologies. A simple condition is identified for incomplete

markets to result in both a lower interest rate and a lower capital stock in the steady state: the

elasticity of intertemporal substitution must be higher than the income share of capital. For

plausible calibrations of the model, the reduction in the steady-state levels of aggregate savings

and income relative to complete markets is quantitatively significant. Finally, cyclical variation

in private investment risks is shown to amplify the transitional dynamics.
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1 Introduction

Following Bewley (1977), Aiyagari (1994) and Krusell and Smith (1998), an extensive literature

has examined the macroeconomic implications of idiosyncratic labor-income risk, but heis largely

neglected idiosyncratic risks in private production and capital returns.^ In contrast, the typical

investor in the US economy - and presumably even more so in less developed economies - appears

to be exposed to large idiosyncratic risks in capital returns: privately-held businesses account for

almost half of aggregate production, employment, and capital in the United States.^

This paper provides a tractable benchmark for examining the macroeconomic effects of idio-

syncratic investment risk within the context of the neoclassical growth model. It then makes a first

attempt at quantifying these effects.

I introduce uninsrued idiosyncratic investment risk in an otherwise standard neoclassical growth

economy. Households supply labor in a competitive labor market, but invest capital in privately-

held firms. Firms, in turn, operate a neoclassical technology subject to firm-specific productivity

shocks, which translate to idiosyncratic capital-income risk for the households. Households have

isoelastic (CRRA/CEIS) preferences. They can freely borrow and lend in a riskless bond, but they

can not diversify their capital-income risk.

A key property of the neoclassical growth model is not affected by the introduction of idio-

sjTiciatic investment risk: capital accumulation exhibits diminishing returns at the aggregate level,

but linear returns at the individual level. For given sequence of prices, the households' decision

problem is homothetic and the optimal decision rules are therefore linear in individual wealth. As

a result, the aggregate dynamics do not depend on the wealth distribution, which avoids the "curse

of dimensionality" and permits closed-form solution of the general-equilibrium recursion.

I next focus on the steady state. Incomplete markets introduce a risk premium on private

investment, which reduces the demand for capital. This effect would unambiguously lead to a

lower capital stock if the interest rate were exogenous. However, the interest rate is lower than

the discount rate, because of the Aiyagari-like precautionary-savings effect. The lower interest

rate in turn tends to stimulate investment. As a result, the general-equihbrium effect on capital

accumulation is ambiguous in general. Nevertheless, a simple necessary and sufficient condition

is identified for the risk premium to dominate the reduction in the interest rate when risks are

small: incomplete markets lead to a lower capital stock if and only if the elasticity of intertemporal

substitution exceeds a threshold which is lower than the income share of capital.

'For a review of the Bewley literature and references, see Ljungqvist and Sargent (2000, chs 13-14).

"Quadrini (1999), Gentry and Hubbard (2000) and Carrol (2001) document the importance of private equity for

savings and wealth concentration. Moskowitz and Vissing-Jorgensen (2002) further document the dramatic lack of

diversification in the private-equity holdings and the overall portfolio of private investors, and the high cross-section

variation in the return to private equity. Finally, idiosyncratic investment risks need not be limited to private equity

if individuals do not diversify their public-equity holdings, housing, and other forms of savings.



Since the income share of capital is much lower than most empirical estimates of the elasticity

of intertemporal substitution, a negative effect on aggregate savings and income appears to be the

most likely scenario. Indeed, for plausible calibrations of the model, steady-state level of income

under incomplete markets is about 10% less than what under complete markets.

These finchngs contrast sharply with the over-accumulation of capital prechcted by Bewley-type

models where idiosyncratic risk is only in endowment or labor income (e.g., Aiyagari, 1994). They

also qualify the insights delivered by AK models such as Obstfeld (1994) and Jones, Manuelli, and

Stacchetti (2000). In these models, investment risk is known to have a positive effect on savings and

growth when the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is less than one, but this is only because

the income share of capital is one.^

In the benchmark model, the entire capital stock is held in private firms. I next extend the

model so that a fraction of aggregate savings is in "public equity", where idiosyncratic risks are

pooled. Because the low risk-free rate stimulates investment in pubUc equity, the negative impact

of incomplete markets on aggregate savings is significantly mitigated. Nevertheless, incomplete

markets now also reduce aggregate total factor productivity by shifting resources away from the

more risky but also more productive private equity. As a result, the impact on aggregate output

remains quantitatively important.

In overall, although the lack of good estimates of the level of idiosyncratic investment risk does

not permit a precise calibration of the model, large quantitative effects on savings and income are

consistent with small idiosyncratic risks and low excess returns in private equity: when I calibrate

the model so that the risk premium on private equity is as low as 1%, the reduction in the steady-

state level of income remains in the order of 10%.

Turning to the transitional dynamics, I show that cyclical variation in private risk premia may

lead to amplification. Cyclical variation in private premia in turn originates in two separate sources:

cyclical variation in the level of uninsured investment risk; and the equilibrium interaction of wealth

and risk taking, namely the fact that, under incomplete markets, individual investment depends

on the present value of future income, which in turn depends on current aggregate investment.

This interaction indeed introduces a novel macroeconomic complementarity, a short of "Keynesian

accelerator"

.

In plausible calibrations, the complementarity alone turns out to have a rather modest effect,

because it is offset by the endogenous reaction of interest rates. In contrast, cyclical variation in

the level of idiosyncratic risk is found to have strong effects: a "flight to quahty" towards less risky

public equity during recessions generates endogenous cyclicality in the Solow residual and thereby

amplifies the transitional dynamics.

The risk is idiosyncratic in Obstfeld (1994), whereas it is aggregate in Jones et. al. (2000). This makes little

difference, however, with a linear AK technology.
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Related Literature. The paper contributes to the Bewley hterature (e.g., Aiyagari, 1994;

Huggett, 1993, 1997; Krusell and Smith, 1998) by examining the macroeconomic impact of idiosyn-

cratic investment risks. These risks are shown to have very different steady-state and business-cycle

imphcations than labor-income risks.

In this respect, the paper complements my work in Angeletos and Calvet (2003, 2004), which

also considered entrepreneurial risks, but assumed constant absolute risk aversion, thus killing

altogether the effect of wealth on precautionary savings, risk taking, and investment. Here, instead,

I allow wealth effects by assuming standard CRRA/CEIS preferences. I also introduce a competitive

labor market and a public-equity sector.

Unhke the Bewley literature,^ however, the paper does contribute to the analysis of the wealth

distribution. It also takes the lack of insurance as exogenous. Meh and Quadrini (2004), instead,

examine an economy where the limits in the entrepreneurs' abihty to diversify idiosyncratic pro-

duction risks originate in lack of commitment.

Also related is the hterature on credit constraints and entrepreneurial activity (e.g., Bernanke

and Gertler, 1989, 1990; Banerjee and Newman, 1993; Kiyotaki and Moore, 1997; Caggeti and De

Nardi, 2003; Buera, 2004). Whereas this literature focuses on how wealth may affect the ability to

invest when agents face credit constraints, this paper shows how wealth may affect the willingness

to invest even in the absence of borrowing constraints. This distinction is important for at least

two reasons. First, although credit constraints and iminsurable risks share the prediction that

investment is sensitive to wealth, the welfare and pohcy imphcations may be qioite different. For

example, redistributing from the rich to the poor has no impact on aggregate productivity in the

model of this paper. Second, the impact of investment risk, unlike that of credit constraints,

need not vanish as agents get wealthier. This may help explain the difference with Kocherlakota

(2000) , who finds the quantitative importance of credit constraints in baseline cahbrations of the

neoclassical growth model to be limited.

Finally, the paper extends and qualifies the literature that studies the role of rate-of-retm'n

risk in linear growth models (e.g., Obstfeld, 1994; Jones, Manuelli, and Stacchetti, 2000; Krebs,

2003). As mentioned above, the results of this literature rely critically on the assrunption that

agents do not have any fixed source of income beyond their capital. Moreover, this literature

obtains tractability only by eliminating transitional dynamics and therefore does not examine the

business-cycle implications of incomplete markets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic model. Section 3

characterizes the general equihbrimn and Section 4 analyzes the steady state. Section 5 introduces

pubhc equity and Section 6 examines the transitional dynamics. Section 7 concludes. All proofs

are in the Appendix.

^See especially Krusell and Smith (1997) and Castaneda, Diaz-Gimenez, and Rios-RuU (2003).



2 The Model

Time is discrete, indexed by i G {0, 1, ..., oo}. The economy is populated by a continuum of infinitely-

lived households, indexed by i and distributed uniformly over [0, 1]. All firms in the economy are

privately held, and each household owns a single firm, so that fii-m i is identified as the firm

owned by household i. Firms employ labor in a competitive labor market but use the capital

stock accumulated by their respective household-owner. Households, on the other hand, are each

endowed with one unit of labor, which they supply inelasticly in the competitive labor market; they

can invest capital in the firm they own, but in no other firm; and they can freely trade a riskless

bond, but can not diversify the idiosyncratic risk in their capital income.

Preferences. I assume a Kreps-Porteus/Epstein-Zin (KPEZ) specification with constant elas-

ticity of intertemporal substitution (CEIS) and constant relative risk aversion (CRRA). A stochastic

consumption stream {cJ}j^o generates a stochastic utility stream {uJlt^o according to the recursion

ul = U{cl) + ^-U{CEt[U-\ul_,,)]}, (1)

where CEit{ut+i) = ''^~^[J^i'^("t+i)]- The utility functions U and T aggregate consumption across

dates and states, respectively, and are given by

„i-i/e „i-7

f/(c) = ^3^ and T(c)=j—-, (2)

where > is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution and 7 > is the coefficient of relative

risk aversion. The quantity <CEit{ut+i) represents the certainty equivalent of uj+i conditional on

period-t information.

None of the results of the paper relies on the KPEZ preference specification. Standard expected

utility is nested by letting 6 = I/7, in which case (1) reduces to

s=0

1-7

7

I nevertheless find it useful to allow 9^1/^ for two reasons: first, to clarify that the sign of the

steady-state effect of incomplete markets depends on the elasticity of intertemporal substitution,

not the degree of risk aversion; and second, to explore in more detail the quantitative properties of

the model.

Budgets. Let cut denote the wage rate in period t and Rt the gross risk-free rate between

periods i — 1 and t. The budget constraint of household i in period t is given by

4 + ki+i+bi+^ = TTi+Rtbi+i^t, (3)



where cj denotes consumption, /cj_,_j investment in physical capital, bl_^_^ savings in the risk-free

bond, and ttJ capital income (or the value of firm i, to be specified below). ^ Naturally, consumption

and physical capital can not be negative: cj > and kl_^-^ > 0. Finally, households can freely

borrow in the riskless bond up to the "natural" solvency constraint that debt is low enough to be

paid out even under the worst reahzation of idiosyncratic uncertainty.^

Technology and idiosyncratic risk. The capital income of household i is given by the

earnings of firm i net of labor costs:

K = yl- ^tnl (4)

where nj denotes the amount of labor fu'm i hires in period t and yj the gross output it produces

in the same period. Output in turn is given by

yi = F{klnlAi),

where F : M.^ —> ]R_i_ is a neoclassical production technology - that is, F exhibits constant returns to

scale (CRS) with respect to K and L, has positive and strictly diminishing marginal products, and

satisfies the familiar Inada conditions - and Al represents an exogenous production shock specific

to firm i.

The shock Al is realized in the beginning of every period t, after capital fcj has been installed

but before employment nj is chosen. It is independently and identically distributed across i and t,

with continuous p.d.f. ip : M+ —> M-(_. In order to interpret a higher Al as higher productivity (or

higher profitabihty), I impose Fa > 0, Fka > 0, and Fla > 0. I finally let F{K, L, 0) = 0, meaning

that the worst idiosyncratic event leads to zero output, and normalize A = j Aip {A) dA = 1.

Equilibrium. Households choose plans {cj, nj, fcj_,_j, &t+i}^o contingent on the history of their

idiosyncratic shocks so as to maximize their life-time utility. Idiosyncratic uncertainty, however,

washes out at the aggregate. I thus define an equilibrium as a deterministic sequence of prices

{wt,i?i}^Q, a deterministic macroeconomic path {Ct, Kt,Yt}'^Q, and a collection of contingent

plans {cl,nl, fcj^.j, i)f+i}^o, i € [0, 1], such that the following conditions hold:''

(i) Optimality: {cji '4i^t-i-i'^(+i}£o maximizes Uq for every i

{a) Labor-market clearing:
J. nl = 1 in all t

(Hi) Bond-market clearing: J 6J
= in all t

{iv) Aggregation: Ct = /, cj, Yt = J^ y\, Kt = /, fcj in all t

Note that the budget constraint is expressed in terms of stock variables: Rt equals 1 plus the net risk free rate

and ttJ includes the value of the beginning-of-period non-depreciated capital stock installed in firm i.

As shown in Aiyagari (1994), given the non-negativity of consumption, this constraint is equivalent to imposing

a non-Ponzi game condition.

'With some abuse of notation, whenever I write /- x\ for some variable x, I mean the cross-sectional expectation

of X in period f

.



3 Equilibrium Characterization

3.1 Individual behavior

The idiosyncratic state of agent i in period t is summarized by (fcj, 6j,^j) and therefore the value

function, for given price sequence, can be denoted by V{k,b, A;t). Since, by the assumption that

F {K, L, 0) = 0, the worst possible realization of capital income is zero, the natural solvency con-

straint reduces to bl_^_l > —ht, where

C50

denotes the present value of future labor income (a.k.a. "human wealth"). It follows that the

household's problem can be represented by the following dynamic program:

V{k,b,A;t) = max U{c) + (3 UT'U [ [TU-^V{k',b',A';t + l)]d^{A')\
c,n,k,b [J J

(6)

s.t. c + k' + b' = TT + Rb + uj

TT = F {k, n, A) — ojn

c > A;' > b' > -ht

When 9 = I/7, the above reduces to the more familiar Bellman equation, V {--jt) = max{C/(-) +

l3EtV{-,t + l)}.

This problem is next solved in two steps: first, for the optimal labor demand of firm i; then,

for the optimal consumption, savings and investment of household i.

Labor demand and capital income. Labor demand nj affects only earnings ttJ in period

t and is chosen after the capital stock fcj has been installed and the contemporaneous shock Aj

has been observed. It follows that the optimal nj maximizes irl state by state. Moreover, by CRS,

the optimal nj and the maximal ttJ are linear in kl : the individual firm can always adjust its

employment in proportion to its capital stock, implying that the individual household faces linear

returns in his investment.

Lemma 1 Given (wf, AJ,/cJ), labor demand and capital income are linear in kl, decreasing in u>t,

and increasing in A\ :

nj = n(>lj,wt)fcj and ttJ = r(ylj,a;t)/:j, (7)

where r[A,uj) = max^, [F {\,L,A) — uiL\ and n{A,ui) = argmax^, \F {\,L,A) — luL] .

Savings and investment. Let wl = nl + Rtb\ + ut denote the financial (or "non-human")

wealth of household i in period t. The budget constraint reduces to c\ + kl_^_-^ + b\^-^ = tuj. Moreover,

by Lemma 1,

w\ = r{J^,,uJt)k\ + Rtb\^Ut. (8)



Finally, note that conditioning on {kl,bl,Al) is useful only for evaluating the optimal nj and the

associated wl in (8). It follows that the household's savings problem reduces to

V(w;t) = max U{c) + (3 UJ-U [ \TU-^V{w';t+ 1)] d'${A')] (9)
(c,/c',6')eK+x(-/i,,oo) [7 J

s.t. c+k' + b' = w, w' = r{A',LUt+i)k' + Rt+ib' + ujt+-i,

where, with slight abuse of notation, V now denotes the value function in terms of financial wealth.

This problem is formally similar to the classic portfolio problem studied by Samuelson (1969)

and Merton (1969): preferences are homothetic (by assumption) and wealth is linear in all assets

(by Lemma 1). That the risky asset is physical investment in a privately-held business rather than

a financial security, that the payoff of this cisset depends on the wage rate and thereby on the

aggregate capital stock, or that the risk is idiosyncratic, are important for the general equilibrium

of the economy, but do not affect the mathematical properties of the individual's decision problem.

Lemma 2 Given prices, optimal consumption, investment and bond holdings are linear in wealth:

ci = {l-st){wl + ht) (10)

K+i = st^yjl + ht) (11)

6i+i = st{l-cf>i){wl + ht)-ht (12)

where wl and ht are given by (8) and (5) and

^* = 7 ^ W ^^3)

Pt = p{ojt+i,Rt+i)= m^l [^r{A,ojt+i) + {l-^)Rt+i\^~^i^{A)dAY
'

(14)

(t)t = (/)(wj+i,i?t+i)=arg max i / [^r(^,W(+i) + (l-V^)i?i+i]^-^V(^)rf^l' '
(15)

To interpret the above conditions, note that the sum w\ + ht represents the "effective" wealth

of household i, St is the saving rate out of effective wealth, 0^ is the fraction of savings allocated

to capital, and pj is the risk-adjusted return to savings (a.k.a. the certainty equivalent of the

overall portfolio return). Condition (13) follows from the Euler condition and gives the saving

rate as a function of current and future risk-adjusted returns. Because of the familiar income and

substitution effects, this is an increasing function \{ 9 > 1, a decreasing one if < 1, and reduces to

a constant, St = j3 , ii 9 = 1. Conditions (15) and (14), on the other hand, mean that the allocation

of savings between private equity and bonds maximizes the risk-adjusted return to savings.

To gain more intuition behind (15) and (14), we can follow Campbell and Viceira (2002) in

approximating the optimal
4>t

and p^ by

In ft+ 1 -In i?i+i f (Inff+i -lni?(+i)M
4>t
~

2
^^°- Pt ~ ^t+\ exp

\
—2

) .
16)



where ft+i = Ej [r{At+i,LJt+i)] and at+i = Varj [lnr(^(+i,a;j+i)] .* Hence, both the optimal share

of savings allocated to private capital and the resulting risk-adjusted return decrease with either

the idiosyncratic volatility at+i or the anticipated wage rate Ut+i- On the other hand, an increase

in the risk free rate Rt+i lowers
(j)i

but raises p^. The effects of CTj+i and -Rf+i are obvious; the effect

of LOt+i reflects the fact that an increase in the wage rate reduces firm earnings and capital returns

for every realization of the productivity shock.

3.2 General equilibrium

By Lemma 1 and the fact that there is a continuum of agents and the shocks are i.i.d. across them,

aggregate employment and capital income are given by Nt = J^nl = n{(jOt)Kt and lit = J '^l
—

f{ujt)Kt., where n{uj) = J n{A,uj)il}{A)dA and f{io) = f r{A,Lj)'tp{A)dA. It follows that the labor

market clears in period t if and only if wj = w [Kt) , where w (K) = n~^{l/K). Similarly, aggregate

gross output - including non-depreciated capital - is given by Yj = J-yl = lit + oJt = f{Kt)-, where

f[K) = f{uj{K))K +uj{K). Lemma 2, in turn, consumption, bond holdings, and private investment

are linear in individual wealth and therefore the corresponding aggregates are not affected by wealth

inequality. Using these properties and aggregating across agents, we conclude to the following

closed-form recursive characterization of the general equilibrium.

Proposition 1 (General Equilibrium) In equilibrium, the aggregate dynamics satisfy

Ct + Kt+i =Yt = f{Kt) (17)

C( = (1 - St) IfiKt) + Ht] (18)

(l_3,)-i = l + /3^pf;i(l-st+i)-^ (19)

Kt+i = <PtSt [i{Kt) + Ht] (20)

n{LJt)Kt = 1 (21)

Ht = '^^1±1±I^ (22)
n-t+l

where
(pt
= <?!>(wt+i, -Ri+i) and pt = p {ojt+i , Rt+i)

.

The interpretation of these conditions is straightforward. (17) is the resource constraint. (18)

and (19) give aggregate consumption and the associated Euler condition. (20) gives the aggregate

capital stock and (21) the clearing condition for the labor market. (22) is the present value of

aggregate labor income in recursive form.

Finally, to see more clearly that the system is recursive, use (17), (21) and (22) to eliminate Ct,

ojf, and Rt+i- The equihbrium dynamics then reduce to a three-dimension, first-order, difference-

equation system in {Kt,Ht,st). This is a dramatic gain in tractability as compared to most other

"See the Appendix for the derivation of condition (16).



incomplete-markets models, in which the equilibrimn dynamics are characterized by a recursion

over the entire wealth distribution - an infinitely-dimensional object. The simple structure of the

equilibrium recursion is further exploited in Section 6.2, when I analyze the transitional dynamics.

4 Steady State

4.1 Chciracterization

A steady state is a fixed point of the dynamic system (17)-(21).^ Since the general equilibrium was

characterized in closed form for any kind of idiosyncratic risk, so does the steady state as well. For

expositional simplicity, however, it is most useful to consider the case that the productivity shock

is augmented to capital and lognormally distributed. I thus henceforth assume

Assumption Al. F{K,L,A) = F{AK,L,1) and InA ^^ J^{-a^/2,a'^).

The standard deviation a then parsimoniously parameterizes the amount of uninsured idiosyncratic

risk in private production and investment. ^"^

Proposition 2 (Steady State) In steady state, the capital stock K and the interest rate R solve

13'
p'-'

[cPf'iK] + (1 - 4>)R] = 1 (23)

f{K) - f{K)K _!-<}>

{R-1)K

where cp = (P{lo (K)
,
R) and p = p{uj {K) , R)

.

(24)

Condition (23) follows from combining the resource constraint with the Euler condition and

has a simple interpretation. The first term in the left-hand side of (23), s = /3
p'~^

, is the steady-

state value of the saving rate; this is increasing (respectively, decreasing) in the risk-adjusted

return p if and only \i 6 > \ {9 < 1) and reduces to s = ^ when 6=1. The second term,

4>f'{K) -I- (1 — </')-fi!, represents the aggregate return to savings; this is a weighted average of the

marginal product of capital and the risk-free rate. The product of these two terms gives the growth

rate of aggregate effective wealth. In the steady state, aggregate wealth must be constant, which

gives (23). Condition (24), on the other hand, follows from cleaxing the bond market and requires

'Although aggregates are well defined at the steady state, individual wealth is a martingale and there is no

stationary wealth distribution. This is not uncommon in incomplete-market models, but here it can easily be fixed

with the following modification: in every period, let a mass A G (0, 1) of randomly selected households die and

be replaced with an equal mass of new-born households; and let the assets of the dead households be distributed

uniformly among the new-born households.

'" Al implies that f {K) = F {K, 1, 1) and f (uj {K)) = Fk {K, 1,1) = /' (K) , for every ct > and every K > 0, so

that an increase in a is indeed equivalent to a mean-preserving spread in individual returns.



that the ratio of the present value of labor income to the capital stock is consistent with the

individuals' optimal allocation of savings between private equity and the riskless bond.

When markets are complete, the optimality condition for
(f)

reduces to the familiar arbitrage

condition f'{K) = R. Condition (23) then reduces to R= l/j3 and finally (24) pins down (f). When,

instead, markets are incomplete, (23) pins a unique K for any given R. Condition (24) then can be

solved for R. Clearly, it must be that R < 1//3, or otherwise aggregate consumption would explode

to infinity and a steady state would not exist. Most importantly, it must be that f'{K) > i?, or

otherwise agents would hold no capital in equihbrium and a steady state would again not exist. In

other words, the precautionary motive implies a reduction in the interest rate {R < 1//3), but the

investment risk introduces a premium on capital {f'{K) > R), thus leaving open the possibility

that either f'{K) < 1//3 or f'{K) > 1//3. That is, the overall effect of idiosyncratic investment

risk on the capital stock is ambiguous. In contrast, in Bewley models like Aiyagari (1994), only

the precautionary motive is present, the steady state satisfies f'{K) = R < 1//3, and the impact of

incomplete markets on savings is unambiguously positive.

To understand the steady-state effect of investment risk, it is useful to assume for a moment that

R is exogenously fixed, which would have been the case if the economy were open to an international

market for the riskless bond. We can then show (see Appendix) that, for any R S (1,1/^), the

steady-state capital stock is approximately given by

ln/'(K) «lni? + a^^[-ln(/3i?)] (25)

The above, of course, reduces to /' {K) = R when (7 = 0. When a > Q, K decreases with a for two

reasons. First, there is a direct decision-theoretic effect in that an increase in risk discourages private

investment for any level of wealth. Second, there is an indirect general-equilibrium effect in that, as

all agents cut back in their investments, aggregate income and wealth fall in equilibrium, which in

turn further discourages risk taking and private investment. This effect is present only because risk

taking is sensitive to individual wealth and introduces a "multipher" (a complementarity), which

helps explain the relatively large quantitative effects reported later on.-^^

In a closed economy, however, the interest rate adjusts to any change in the level of idiosyncratic

risks so eis to ensure that the aggregate excess demand for the riskless bond is zero, which is what

condition (24) imposes. An increase in a now implies also a reduction in R, which counteracts with

the increase in the risk premium on private investment and makes the overall effect of incomplete

markets on the capital stock ambiguous in general. Since the sensitivity of savings to the interest

"In an open economy, the steady-state levels of aggregate wealth and consumption are also uniquely determined,

for any R < 1//3. This is unlike complete markets, where the steady-state levels of aggregate wealth and consumption

move one-to-one with their corresponding initial levels. A multi-country extension of the model could thus gen-

erate a stationary wealth distribution for the world economy, with cross-country differences in capital, wealth and

consumption being explained by cross-country differences in the degree of domestic risk sharing.
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rate is determined by the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, one may expect that the effect

of a higher risk dominates the effect of a lower interest rate unless the elasticity of intertemporal

substitution is sufficiently small. This intuition is verified in the following.

Proposition 3 There exists 9 < 1 such that the steady-state levels of capital, output, wages, and

consumption are lower under incomplete markets if and only if > 9. For small a,

R-1
-^ f{K)/K-l

where a is the income share of capital.

< a, (26)

In linear-growth {AK) models, idiosyncratic investment risk reduces steady-state savings if

and only \i 9 > 1. This is not inconsistent with the result stated above. In an AK economy,

capital income exhausts aU income in the economy, so that R = f{K)/K and ^ = q = 1. In a

neoclassical economy, instead, capital income is only a fraction of total income, so that ^ < a < 1.

In other words, it is the existence of labor income (or other sources of wealth) that explains why the

critical threshold for the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is lower in the neoclassical growth

paradigm than in the AK paradigm.

The above result is not only of theoretical interest. Given that most empirical estimates of

the elasticity of intertemporal substitution suggest a value between 0.5 and 1, the AK paradigm

predicted that financial innovation in the form of better risk sharing is likely to reduce aggregate

savings. Proposition 3 reverts this prediction: in the context of the neoclassical growth model,

better risk sharing in investment is likely to boost capital accumulation.

Indeed, for most plausible parameter values, 9 is well below most estimates of the elasticity

of intertemporal substitution. For example, when the discount rate is 5%, the ratio of capital to

output is 3, and the depreciation rate is 5%, (26) gives 9 = (.05)/ (.33 — .05) = 0.17; with 5% to

10% discount and depreciation rates, 9 remains in the neighborhood of 0.2 even when the income

share of capital is as high as 60% or 70%. In what follows, I focus on calibrated versions of the

model and make a first attempt at quantifying the impact of idiosyncratic investment risk.

4.2 Numerical results

Thanks to the tractability of the model, the numerical solution of the steady state is trivial: substi-

tuting (}) = (J){lj [K) , R) and p = p{u) {K)
, R) into (23)-(24) gives a simple system of two equations

in two unknowns, the steady-state levels of K and R.

With a Cobb-Douglas technology and a lognormal productivity, the economy is fully parame-

terized by (/3, 7, 9, a, 5, a). The cahbration of preferences and technologies (^, 7, 9, a, 5) is standard:

for my benchmark calibration, I let the time period be one year, the discount rate 1 — /3~^ = 5%,

the coefficient of relative risk aversion 7 = 2, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution = 1, the

11



income share of capital a = 40%, and the depreciation rate S = 5%. What is difficult to measure is

o", the standard deviation of the individual return in private equity.
^^

There are many indications that idiosyncratic investment risks are quantitatively large. The

estimated value of private equity in the United States is about as high as the value of pubhc equity

today - it was about twice as large in the 70's and 80's. More than 75% of aggregate private equity

is owned by households for whom private equity constitutes at least half of their total net worth.

The median rich household ("rich" being defined as the top 1-5% of the wealth distribution) holds

almost 60% of its non-housing wealth in private equity; and more than 70% of that is invested in a

single company in which the household has an active management interest. The probability that a

privately-held firm survives over the first 5 years of its life is only 37 percent; and the variation in

private investment returns is very large even conditional on survival. For further details on these

facts, see Carrol (2001) and Moskowitz and Vissing-j0rgensen (2002).

Despite these indications, unfortunately there are no available estimates of the level of idio-

syncratic investment risk. For example, Moskowitz and Vissing-J0rgensen (2002) and Bitler,

Moskowitz, and Vissing-Jorgensen (2005) explore the cross-section of private-equity investors in

the Survey of Consumer Finances, but are unable to provide a reliable measure for the standard

deviation of individual returns because of the lack of enough time-series variation in the data. For

their numerical exercises, they instead proxy a with the standard deviation of the annual return to

an individual publicly-traded stock. In lack of a better alternative, I also follow the same strategy.

Campbell et al. (2001) report that the standard deviation of the annual return to a pubhcly-

traded stock is around 50%. One possibihty is that privately-held firms, being on average younger

and smaller than publicly-held firms, face even higher risks. Another possibility, however, is that

publicly-held firms are willing to engage in more risky projects than privately-held firms. One may

thus argue that 50% is an upper bound for a. On the other hand, the overall stock-market volatihty,

which pools all idiosyncratic risk and is about 17%, provides a lower bound for a. On the basis of

these facts, I consider 20% to 40% as a plausible range for a.

The results are presented in Table 1. The first raw of the table corresponds to ct = 40% and

the second to cr = 20%. The rest of the Table does a series of robustness checks for different values

of 7, ^,/3, a, and SP

'"To see that a is the standard deviation of investment returns, note that, under Al, In r(A,uj) = \nA + lnf(a;)

and therefore Var([lnr(/lt+i,a;t-|-i)]'' = cr. Alternatively, one can interpret At+i as an idiosj'ncratic shock in the

depreciation of capital, in which case 5 is the mean and a the standard deviation of the rate of depreciation.

' For all the quantitative results, aggregate income is measured by GDPt s / {Kt) — {1 — S) Kt = /\°; the risk-free

rate and the mean excess return on private equity hy Rt — 1 and ft — Rt, respectively; and the saving rate by It /GDPt,

where h = Kt+i - {I - S) Kt.
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eye p'-l i a j 8
A(Saviiig i A^pT,p^ 1

Interest Private

Rate) i

^^^^^^
i

Rate Premium

40%
2 1 ^a/^ 40% 5%

-6.0% -21% 4.16% 4.94%

20% -2.4% -8% 4.62% 1 .69%

40%
4

1 5% 40% 5%

-8.4% -31% 3.90% 8.07%

20% -4.2% -14% 4.40% 3.02%

40%
1

-3.7% -14% 4.42% 2.89%

20% -1.3% -5% 4.78% 0.90%

40%

2

2

5% 40% 5%

-6.4% -22% 4.35% 5.04%

20% -2.6% -9% 4.71% 1.70%

40%
V2

-5.4% -19% 3.83% 4.75%

20% -2.2% -7% 4.45% 1.66%

40%

2 1

5% 40% 10%
-5.3% -14% 4.42% 4.12%

20%

40%

20%

-1.7% -5% 4.78% 1.30%

10% 40% 5%
-3.6% -19% 8.64% 6.59%,

-1.4% -7% 9.36% 2.16%

40%
5% 60% 5%

-11.2% -49% 3.23% 7.25%

20% -4.7% -23% 4.05% 2.69%

Table 1: The steady-state effects of idiosyncratic investment risk. A{Saving Rate) is the change

in the aggregate saving rate between complete and incomplete markets, and A{GDP) the corre-

sponding percentage change in the aggregate level of income; interest rate is the rate of return on

the riskless bond under incomplete markets; and private premium is the mean excess return on

private equity.

Under the benchmark calibration, the reduction in the steady-state saving rate varies between

2.4 and 6 percentage points as a varies between 20% and 40%. The steady-state capital stock falls

by 19% — 45% and the steady-state level of income by 8% — 21%. The risk-free rate falls from 5%

under complete markets to 4.6% when a = 20% and 4.2% when a = 40%. Finally, the associated

risk premium on private equity is 1.7% when a = 20% and 4.9% when a = 40%.

As shown in Table 1, the large negative effect of idiosyncratic risk on aggregate savings and

output appears robust to other plausible cahbrations of the model. As expected, increasing (de-

creasing) the degree of risk aversion raises (reduces) the losses in capital and output. Perhaps more

surprisingly, letting the elasticity of intertemporal substitution be either as high as 2 or as low as

1/2 has little effect on the magnitude of capital and output losses. Indeed, 6 would have to fall

well below a for the effects to flip sign. Finally, the discount rate and the depreciation rate have

modest effects, whereas quite strong is the impact of a broader definition of capital (a higher a).
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5 Two Sectors: Private and Public Equity

The analysis so far has assumed that all investment is subject to idiosyncratic risk. This is not

necessarily a bad benchmark for less developed economies, in which production is dominated by

privately-held firms. Nevertheless, it is important to understand the robustness of the results to

the availability of a safe asset that is in positive net supply. '''
I thus introduce a second sector

of production, to be called "public equity", in which ownership of capital is freely traded across

agents and therefore all idiosyncratic risks are fully diversified.

5.1 General equilibrium

Let Xt and Lt denote the total capital and labor allocated to the public-equity sector in period t.

Total output for this sector is given by G{Xt,Lt) , where G is a neoclassical production fimction.

Since public equity is risk-free, simple arbitrage implies that its return must equal the return to the

riskless bond. Moreover, by profit maximization, wj = GL{Xt,Lt) and Rt = Gx{Xt,Lt). The rest

of the equilibrium characterization is hke in the benchmark model. Lemma 1 remains unaffected,

whereas Lemma 2 extends with a minor modification, namely replacing bond holdings with the

smn of bond and pubhc-equity holdings. We can thus show the following.

Proposition 4 (General Equilibrium) In an equilibrium in which both sectors are active, the

aggregate dynamics satisfy

Ct + Kt+i+Xt+i = Yt = F{Kt,Nt,l) + G{Xt,Lt) (27)

a = (1 - St) (Yt + Ht) (28)

il-st)-' = l+p'pt-\l-st+,)-' (29)

Rt = Gx {Xt, Lt) LOt = Gl {Xt, Lt) (30)

Kt+i = cj^tst {Yt + Ht) Nt = n{ujt)Kt (31)

Nt + Lt = l (32)

Ht = {LJt+i + Ht+i)/Rt+i (33)

where pt = p{ut+i,Rt+i) and cpt = (f>{uJt+i,Rt+i)

The above conditions have a simple interpretation. (27) is the resource constraint of the

economy. (28) and (29) give the equilibrium consumption and the associated Euler condition. (30)

are the familiar conditions characterizing the equilibrium capital and employment in public equity,

whereas (31) are the analogues for private equity. Finally, (32) is the clearing condition for the

labor market and (33) the present value of aggregate labor income in recursive form.

' In the benchmark model, the net supply of the riskless bond was zero. Nevertheless, agents had an implicit safe

asset in positive supply: the present value of their labor income.
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5.2 Steady state

A steady state in which both sectors are active is a fixed point of the dynamic system (27)- (33).

To simphfy the analysis, it is useful to assume that the capital intensity of the technology used by

public-equity firms is identical to the one in privately-held firms, in which case the productivity

difference between two sectors can be parameterized by a single scalar.

Assumption A2. G{X, L) = F{X, L, l/ji) for some fi > 1.

If ^ were less than 1, pubhc equity would dominate private equity and the model would reduce to

a standard complete-markets Ramsey economy, which explains why I restrict jj, > 1. On the other

hand, if idiosyncratic risks were too low, all production would take place in the privately-held firms

and the model would reduce to the one-sector benchmark analyzed before. Hence, in what follows,

I consider the case that both sectors are active in equilibrium.

Let R{uj) = max;[G(l, I) — ujI] and l{co) = argmax/[G(l, I) — wZ] and note that (30) holds if and

only ]£ Rt = R {ojt) and Lt = I (wf ) Xt. Moreover, under Al and A2, f (w^) = /ii?t, meaning that /x

pins down the premivun on private equity. By implication, p{uj,R) = gR and (j){uj,R) = tp, where

g = max 1/(^^ + 1 -0)^-^7/- (^)dyl|^ «/ii/(270 ^34-,

if = aig max if {cf)A + l-<p)^-''ilj{A) dA\^^ ^\nfi/{ja^) (35)

Thus, g and <p are pinned down by the exogenous parameters jj. and a alone. We can then show

the following.

Proposition 5 (Steady State) In a steady state in which both sectors are active:

(i) The interest rate is

R = ^-ipi/0-i(<^^ + 1 _ ^)-i/9 < i/p (36)

where 93 and g are given by (34)-(35); the wage rate is then given by R{uj) = R and the capital

stocks by

^^ lim + ul[R-l) ^^^ x = l/lH-^.K. (37)
fi+ !/(/> - 1

(ii) There exists 6<1 such that 6 > 9 suffices for an increase in a to raise the interest rate and

reduce the investment in private equity, total factor productivity, aggregate output, and aggregate

consumption.

As compared to the benchmark model, public equity introduces three novel effects.

First, incomplete markets reduce the demand for private equity but increase the demand for

public equity. Indeed, since the risk-free rate is necessarily lower than the discount rate, the capital-

labor in publicly-traded firms is unambiguously higher than under complete markets. As a result,
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the impact of incomplete markets on aggregate savings may be ambiguous even for relatively high

elasticities of intertemporal substitution.

Second, an increase in idiosyncratic risk triggers a reallocation of resources (both capital and

labor) from the more risky but more productive sector (private equity) to the less risky but less

productive one (pubhc equity), thus causing a reduction in aggregate total factor productivity. As

a result, aggregate output may fall even if aggregate capital does not.

Third, even though the risk-free rate is always below the discount rate, an increase in risk may

locally increase the risk-free rate when both private and public equity are held. This is unlike either

the Bewley class of models or the one-sector model of the previous section, where more risk tends

to decrease the risk-free rate. The reason for this new effect is that the technology in the public

equity sector imposes a negative relation between the wage rate and the interest rate, namely the

relation implied by the equation of the ratio of the two prices with the marginal rate of technical

substitution between capital and labor. When an increase in idiosyncratic investment risk causes

a reallocation of resources from private to public equity, thus reducing aggregate productivity and

wages, the reduction in wages is necessarily associated with an increase in interest rates. In the

Bewley class of models, the same negative relation between wages and interest rates is present,

since all capital is public, but it works the other way round: higher labor-income risk leads to

a lower interest rate and thereby to a higher capital-labor ratio and a higher wage rate. In the

one-sector model of the previous sections, on the other hand, the negative relation between wages

and interest rates was broken, because the interest rate is not equated to the marginal product of

capital in private equity.

5.3 Numerical results

The new parameter that needs to be calibrated is /x. Other things equal, fi determines the cross-

sectoral allocation of resources. As mentioned earher, private and public equity each claim roughly

half of aggregate production, employment, and wealth in the United States. Hence, for any given

set of values for (cr, /3, 7, 9, a, 6), I calibrate /i so that the imphed steady-state shares of private and

pubhc equity in the aggregate capital stock are 50% each. The results are reported in Table 2.

Calibrating fi to the shares of employment or output yields similar quantitative results.

In the benchmark calibration (first two rows of Table 2), the reduction in the saving rate is

now 1.1 — 3.5 percentage points as compared to 2.4 — 6.1 percentage points without public equity.

Similarly, the reduction in the capital stock is now 12% — 33% as compared to 19% — 45% without

pubhc equity. On the other hand, the reduction in the steady-state level of income is 7% — 19%

as compared to 9% — 21% in the benchmark model. Hence, the impact of incomplete markets on

aggregate savings is almost halved by the introduction of public equity, but the mitigating effect

on aggregate income is only moderate.
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40%
2 1 5% 40% 5%

-3.5% -19% 4.69% 2.99%

20% -1.1% -7% 4.89% 0.91%

40%
4

1 5% 40% 5%

-5.4% -29% 4.53% 5.22%

20% -2.0% -12% 4.80% 1.72%

40%
1

-2.0% -11% 4.81% 1.64%

20% -0.6% -4% 4.94% 0.47%

40%

2

2

5% 40% 5%

-3.7% -19% 4.77% 3.01%

20% -1.3% -7% 4.92% 0.92%

40%
'A

-3.2% -18% 4.55% 2.95%

20% -1.1% -6% 4.83% 0.91%

40%

2 1

5% 40% 10%
-4.0% -11% 4.80% 2.37%

20% -1.3% -4% 4.94% 0.69%

40%
10% 40% 5%

-1.9% -17% 9.49% 3.87%

20% -0.6% -6% 9.82% 1.15%

40%
5% 60% 5%

-6.1% -46% 4.22% 4.76%

20% -2.3% -20% 4.69% 1 1.52%

Table 2: The steady-state effects in the presence of public equity.

The reason the impact on output remains strong is that incomplete markets now distort also

aggregate total factor productivity (the Solow residual). Indeed, private equity must have a higher

mean return than public equity in order to compensate for the uninsured idiosyncratic risk. It

follows that a high level of private risk reduces aggregate productivity by shifting resomrces away

from private equity.

The rest of Table 2 performs a series of robustness checks like Table 1. Once again, the impact

of incomplete markets is increased by a higher risk aversion, is little affected by the elasticity of

intertemporal substitution, and remains significant across all specifications.

Finally, note that the equilibrium premium on private equity is significantly lower than what

in the absence of pubhc equity. In the benchmark calibration, for example, the private premium is

3% when a = 40% (compared to 4.9% without pubhc equity) and as low as 0.9% when a = 20%

(compared to 1.7%). This is because the excess return reqmred to compensate for the risk in private

equity is significantly lower when only half of aggregate savings rather than the entire capital stock

is in private equity. The model thus predicts that large effects on savings and income are consistent

with small investment risks and low excess returns in private equity.
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6 Transitional Dynamics and Amplification

Since aggregate uncertainty is not allowed, I can not examine literally the business-cycle properties

of the model. We can nevertheless get some guidance by studying the transitional dynamics.

To capture cyclical variation in aggregate productivity and the level of idiosyncratic risk, I

modify the model as follows. Let Zt denote the aggregate labor productivity in period t; with

a Cobb-Douglas production function, a change in Zt is, of course, isomorphic to a change in the

total factor productivity of both sectors. I assume that Zt follows the deterministic analogue of an

AR{\) process:

In Zi+i=/9 In Zt, (38)

where p e [0,1) measures the persistence of productivity. I also allow for the level of idiosyncratic

risk to vary with the state of the economy:

at = Vart (in ^j+j )
^^^ = a [1 - t? In Zt]

,

(39)

where ct > and t; > parameterize, respectively, the steady-state level and the cyclical elcisticity of

idiosyncratic risk. I can then mimic a "recession" with an once-and-for-all reduction in Zq starting

from the steady state.

Thanks to the simple closed-form recursive structure of the general equihbrimn, it is easy to

compute the response of the economy to such a shock - or, more generally, the transitional dynamics

from any given initial conditions. Assmning Q = \ (benchmark calibration) further simphfies the

equiUbrium recmrsion by implying st = /3.^^

Lemma 3 Suppose 6 = 1 and {Zt,crt) satisfy (38)-(39). There is a unique mapping O : M^ —> M^

such that, for all t > 0,

{{Zt+i,Kt+x,Xt+i,Ht),{Ct,Yt,oJt,Rt)) = n{Zt,Kt,Xt,Ht-i).

For any given (Zq, JCq, Xq, iJ_i), the whole path is computed simply by iterating fi. Since

{Zo, Ko,X{)) are historically given, one only needs to find the equilibrium value for H-i. Starting

with an arbitrary guess for if_i, iterating ft to compute the implied {LOt,Rt}f^Q for T large enough,

and letting i/Lj = Ylt=i '^t/ (-Ri—Rt-i) ,
gives a mapping from H-i to H'_i. Iterating this mapping

till H'_i w H-i gives the equilibrium.^^

In the rest of this section, I first discuss how idiosyncratic investment risk may introduce a novel

amplification mechanism. I then use the above algorithm to simulate the transitional dynamics and

quantify the amplification.

' If, instead, 9^1, the "state vector" {Zt+i, Kt + i,Xt+i, Ht) must be expanded to include st-

'^Although tliis is not a contraction mapping, I obtained a fixed point for all the simulations reported below.
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6.1 Some partial insights

The amplification originates in two distinct, yet complementary sources. First, cyclical variation

in the level of uninsurable idiosyncratic risk generates cyclical variation in investment demand

and aggregate productivity. Second, the dependence of risk taking on future income introduces a

dynamic macroeconomic complementarity. I explain the two ampUfication channels below.

First, consider the role of exogenous cyclical variation in CTj. As the economy enters a recession

(that is, after a negative shock in Zq), the level at of uninsurable investment risk increases, implying

a reduction in the willingness to invest in private equity. That is, the demand for investment is low

during a recession, not only because interest rates are high - the standard reason in the complete-

markets neoclassical model - but also because private risk premia are high. Moreover, as resources

are diverted away from private equity towards public equity, an endogenous reduction in aggregate

productivity takes place. In other words, the Solow residual itself is amplified.

Second, consider the role of the endogenous cyclical variation in the willingness to take risk. To

gain some insight, ignore for a moment the presence of public equity and the equilibrium variation

in i?, s, or
(f).

Conditions (19) and (20) then reduce to

Xt+i = sct>[f{Kt) + Ht], (40)

Ht = Y.R-'io{Kt+,). (41)

On one hand, (40) implies that, other things equal, Kt+i increases with either Kt or Ht and therefore

the path of capital {Kt+i, Kt+2,} increases with the path of human wealth {Ht, i?t+i, ••.} This

effect reflects a decision-theoretic property: the dependence of individual risk taking on wealth. On

the other hand, (41) implies that {Ht+i,Ht+2,---} increases with {Kt+i,Kt+2,} This feedback

reflects a general-equilibrium effect: the dependence of individual labor income and wealth on

aggregate capital. The combination of these two effects gives rise to a dynamic macroeconomic

complementarity: the anticipation of low income tomorrow leads every agent to invest less today,

which in turn implies lower aggregate income tomorrow. ''^

Three remarks are worth making about this complementarity. First, it introduces a short of

"Keynesian accelerator" in an RBC economy: investment demand depends directly on income and

wealth. Second, it derives from two simple ingredients: that private investment is subject to unin-

sured idiosyncratic risk and that risk taking is sensitive to anticipated income. ^^ Third, and most

'The paper thus also contributes to the literature on macroeconomic complementarities (e.g., Benhabib and

Farmer, 1994; Cooper, 2000).

This also explains why this complementarity is novel in the literature: the first ingredient is absent in Bewley

models (e.g., Aiyagari, 1994, Krusell and Smith, 1998), whereas the second one in abscent in AK models, such as

Obstfeld (1994) and Krebs (2003), or credit models with risk-neutral entrepreneurs, such as Bernanke and Gertler

(1989) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), as well as the CARA-normal economy of Angeletos and Calvet (2003, 2004).
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importantly, this is only part of the story: although this complementarity contributes to ampUfying

the transitional dynamics, there may be other counteracting effects in general equihbrium.

To obtain a more complete picture and make a first pass at the quantitative potential of the am-

plification effects discussed above, I next simulate the response of the economy to an unanticipated

shock in aggregate productivity Zq.

6.2 A numerical example

As mentioned earlier, reliable measures of idiosyncratic investment risk are not available. There

are various indications that the these risks are highly cyclical - proxies such as bankruptcy rates,

fijm-exit rates, and firm-specific volatility in publicly traded firms vary a lot over the business cycle

- but there is no hard evidence on which I could base the calibration of 77, the cyclical sensitivity

of idiosyncratic investment risk. In lack of a better alternative, I make a plausible, yet random,

guess: I cahbrate 77 so that a 2% reduction in output below its steady-state value is associated with

a 5% increase in the standard deviation of investment returns. For the rest of the parameters, I

use the benchmark calibration (7 = 2, 61 = 1, 1 - /3"^ = 5%, a = 40%, 5 = 5%), with a = 20% and

/i such that 50% of capital is private equity, and finally with p = 95%, which roughly matches the

autocorrelation of the Solow residual in U.S. data.

Figure 1 illustrates the response of the economy to a negative productivity shock. The initial

values are InZo = — !%/(! — a), Kq = K^a and Xq = Xqo, meaning a 1% exogenous reduction in

total factor productivity starting from the steady state. The solid Unes represent the response of

the economy under incomplete markets, whereas the dashes lines correspond to complete markets

(that is, to the standard neoclassical growth model). The amplification effect is quite strong: the

impact of the exogenous shock on aggregate output, consumption, and investment is, respectively,

63%, 92%, and 53% higher than the impact of the shock rnider complete markets. ^^ Importantly,

note how the amplification shows up in aggregate productivity: the reallocation of resources away

from private equity contributes 42% of the overall reduction in the Solow residual.

These results, however, do not distinguish whether the main source of amplification is the

cyclical variation in risk or the macroeconomic complementarity discussed earlier. To isolate the role

of the complementarity. Figure 2 repeats the same exercise as Figure 1 setting 77 = 0. The impact of

the shock on all macroeconomic variables under incomplete markets is now only slightly larger than

that under complete markets. ^° The reason the amphfication effect of the complementarity is weak

""For each variable X, I compute the "multiplier" of incomplete markets by taking the maximal value of the ratio

yrinco
I
yrcom

^^^^ ^.j^^ g^.^^. ^ pej-iods, whcrB A'l"" = [Xt — -Yqo )
/Xoa donotes the period-t percentage change relative

to the steady-state value under incomplete markets, and X""^ the corresponding change under complete markets.

(Taking the average instead of the maximal ratio gives similar results.) The numbers reported in the text are the

corresponding multipliers minus 1.

'"For brevity, only the responses of output and the Solow residual are depicted in Figure 2; the amplification of
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Figure 1: The response of the economy to a negative 1% shock in aggregate productivity. Solid

lines for incomplete markets with cyclical idiosyncratic risk; dashed lines for complete markets. All

variables normalized by their respective steady-state levels.
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is the presence of another offsetting general-equihbrium effect which the earUer intuitive discussion

overlooked: the reduction in real interest rates during the recession counteracts the reduction in

expected future wage rates and thereby mitigates the reduction in the demand for private equity.

In other words, the "Keynesian accelerator" is here offset by a "neoclassical" price effect.
^^

Solow ResidualAggregate Output

1

0.998

0.996
^."^^

0.994 y^^
0.992 X
0.99 ^^^ ;^

z

10 20 30 40 50

Figure 2: The response of the economy with acyclical idiosyncratic risk.

To recap, the complementarity may be of theoretical interest on its own - for it is likely to

extend to a larger class of models where agents face idiosyncratic investment risk - but it fails to

generate strong amphfication in the context of the present model. In contrast, cyclical variation in

idiosyncratic risk appears to have a more significant quantitative potential.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper made a fu-st attempt in characterizing and quantifying the macroeconomic effects of

idiosyncratic investment risks. The merit but also the limitation of the analysis was its proximity to

the standard neoclassical growth model: the only modification was the introduction of uninsurable

risks in private investment.

An important result in the Ramsey hterature is that the optimal tax on capital is typically zero

under complete markets (Chamley, 1986; Judd, 1985; Atkeson, Chari and Kehoe, 1999) and positive

in Bewley economies (Aiyagari, 1995). A natural question is whether idiosyncratic investment risks,

by leading to low savings, also raise the possibility that an investment subsidy is optimal in some

cases. Another question is the properties of optimal taxes along the transitional dynamics: does

other macroeconomic variables is similarly small.
"

' Note, however, that this offsetting effect would be abscent in an open-economy version of the model where the

risk-free rate is exogenously fixed. Indeed, in that case domestic investment simply tracks aggregate productivity in

the absence of idiosyncratic investment risks, whereas it also depends on domestic wealth under incomplete markets.
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the amplification discussed above open the door to a stabilization role for policy? The tractability

of the model may prove useful in answering these questions.-^

Tractability, however, did not come for free. I assumed away aggregate uncertainty, occu-

pational choice, labor supply, and labor-income risk. I also ignored the endogeneity of financial

contracts, which may be important for both the positive and the normative implications of the

analysis. Furthermore, the model lacked any mean-reverting force in individual wealth dynam-

ics, such as the one introduced by labor-income risk (e.g., Aiyagari, 1994) or diminishing returns

in privately-held businesses (e.g., Banerjee and Newman, 1993; Caggeti and De Nardi, 2003), and

therefore had no interesting implications for the wealth distribution. Extending the analysis in these

directions is essential for a better quantitative assessment of the macroeconomic effects of private

equity and idiosyncratic investment risk - this paper hopes to have provided a useful benchmark.

Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. By the hnear homogeneity of F{K, L, A) in {K, L),

Since kl and A\ are known when n\ is chosen, the optimal rij/fcj maximizes (42) for any A\, which

gives (7). By definition of n(-) and r(-), FL{l,n{A,bj),A) = u and r{A,bj) = F {l,n(A,uj),A) -

Ljn{A, u)). Hence, F{K, L, 0) = implies n(0, •) = r(0, ) = 0, whereas n {A, •) > and r (A, •) >

for A > 0. Applying the implicit function theorem and using F^ > 0, Fll < 0, i^i > 0, and

Fla > .0, we infer n^^ < < ua and r^ < < r^i. Finally, the Inada conditions imply, for any

A > 0, limu_o n{A, w) = limtj^o ''"{A, w) = oo and lim^_^oo n{A, w) = limtj_oo r{A, u) = 0.

Proof of Lemma 2. For notational simplicity, I drop the superscript i and use rt-i-i as a

short-cut for r{At+i,u)t+i)- I propose the following solution for the value function and the policy

rules:

V{w;t) = at ^

1-1/g
—

'
<'^-,t) = i^-st){w + ht), k{w-t) = ij)M^ + ht), (43)

where at, sj, and (p^ are (possibly time-varying but non-stochastic) coefficients to be determined.

Prom the budget constraint and (43), we then infer b{w;t) = (1 - 4it)st{w + ht) — ht. From (2) and

"'The answers to these questions are non-trivial for at least three reasons: unlike Aiyagari (1995), a comparison

of the steady-state level of capital with its first-best value may be misleading; a tax on capital may still be desirable

from an insurance perspective; amplification does not necessarily mean inefficiency.
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(43), the certainty equivalent of the value of wealth is

CEi [U-'Vt+i{wt+i)] = T-' {Et [TU-'Vt+,{wt+i)]} = ali['-'^'^ [M^^t+i + ht+i)'~'']'^^^-''^

.

Hence, the first-order conditions with respect to kt+i and bt+i give:

(q)-^/' = /3a,';;/'-[EiK+i + /it+i)l-^f^'-'/'^/<'-^^.Ei[(u;i+i+/it+i)-^r,+i], (44)

(ct)-'^' = Pa]-]" [M^\^, + ht^,)'--^]^''-'"^'^'-'^ E, [(^.,+1 + /i,+i)-^i?,+i] . (45)

Combining the two conditions, and using

^^j+i = n+ih+x + Rt+ih+i + wt = [4>tn+i + (i - (t>t)Rt+i\ Him + h) - h+i, (46)

we get Et {[Rt+i + (pt(n+i - Rt+i)]~^ in+i - Rt+i)} = 0, or equivalently i^^ = (j){ujt+i , Rt+i)

.

Next, the envelope condition, V'{wt;t) = U'{ct), or equivalently a^ ' [wt + ht)~^" = (cf)"-'-/^,

along with q = (1 — St){wt + ht) from (43), implies

a]-'/' = {l-st)-'l<>. . (47)

Multiplying (44) and (45) with 0^ and (1 — 0j), respectively, summing up, substituting Wt+i in the

resulting relation from (46), and rearranging, gives the saving rate in recursive form:

(l-sO-' = l + /3V"'(l-st+i)"\ (48)

where p^ = p[uJt+i.,Rt+i)- For any {wt,i?t}^o that is part of an equilibrium, the infinite sum

YlT=t YIt^AI^^Pt"^] is finite. Forward iteration of (48) thus yields (13), with st G (0, 1). Using (43),

we then verify that q > 0, /cj+i > 0, and 64+1 > —/if. Finally, we verify that (43) solves the Bellman

equation: substituting (43) into (9) gives

\at{wt + h,f-"' [(1 - s,){w, + htf-'l'
^

^
{^^+1 [EK^W + ^.+1)^-1^/^^'"^}'"'^'

1-1/0 1-1/61
^

1-1/61

dividing both sides by (wj + /ii)^~-'/^/(l — 1/9) and using (46) and (48), the above reduces to

a\-^l^ = (1 - sj)-i/^
[(1 - St) + a]~]'\\ - st+l)'^/^s^ , which is satisfied by (47).

Proof of Condition (16). To simplify notation, let rj_|_j = T{A\_^-^,u)t+\), ff+i = EtrJ^j,

and o1_^_i = Vart[lnr-J_,_^]. A second-order Taylor approximation for Ixip^ around at = gives

Inpt « 0,Ef[lnrfVil + (1 - ^t)ln-Rt+i + ^-/-.(l - 4>tWt+i " ^^<A?^?+i- (49)

Since (f)^ maximizes pj, the above also implies

_ Et\nr\^,-\nRt+,+a1^J2
<Pt ~ 2 • v^O)
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(These two equations are the analogues of (2.24) and (2.25) in Chapter 2 of Campbell and Vi-

ceira (2002); see there for a detailed derivation.) Combining the two conditions above and using

Eilnrj+i « InEtrj^i - Vart[lnrj+i]/2 = Infj+i - a2+i/2 gives (16).

Proof of Proposition 1. Note that 0^ and st are identical across agents. Aggregating the

conditions in Lemma 2 over all i and using the facts that Al and /cj are independent and that

lit + wt = f{ijJt)Kt + Wf = f{Kt) = Yt, we infer

Wt = Tlt + RBt+cjt = f{Kt)+RBt (51)

Ct = {1 - st){Wt + Ht) (.52)

Kt+i = stMWt + Ht) . (53)

Bt+i = st{l-<Pt){Wt + Ht)-Ht (54)

where Bt = j h\di. The bond market clears if and only if Bt = and therefore Wt = f{Kt) = Vj.

Along with (52) and (53), this immediately gives (18) and (19). Next, adding up (52)-(54) gives

the resource constraint (17), whereas (20) follows directly from (5). Finally, the labor market clears

if and only \il = j n\ = n{u)t)Kt, which gives (21).

Proof of Proposition 2. Evaluating (51)-(54) [equivalently, (17)-(21)] in the steady state

and combining, we get K + H = s {W + H) = s [f{uj)K + RH] = s [(/)f(w) + (1 - 4))R] {K + H) , or

equivalently

1 = s [(j>f{co) + (1 - cP)R]
,

which is simply the stationarity condition for aggregate wealth. Substituting s = p p into the

above gives condition (23) in the Proposition. Next, by (22), (53), (54), and the property that,

under Al, f(w) = Fk{K, 1,1) = f'{K) and w = / {K) - f (K) K, we have

^ = 1^ and ^=_^=/W^Z(:ffi.
K

(t>
R-1 R-1

Combining gives condition (24) in the Proposition.

Proof of Condition (25). Let /i = lnf(a;) - In/? = \nf'{K) — InR. Taking logarithms of

(36) we get

e\n{l3R) + {e- l)(ln p-\nR)+ \n{ff)e^ + 1 - 0) = 0.

Approximating In [(pei^ +1—0) around pt = gives In {^(pe^ + 1 — </>)
~ cpfi and therefore

e\n{l3R) + {9-l){\np-\nR) + (Pt:L^0

Substituting (/> « /i/ (717^) and p ~ i?exp [/i^/ (27(7^)] into the above, we conclude that jj. solves

0^ein{PR)+^^^ ^
2 7a2-
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Note that the above has two real solutions, but only one is positive, and this one gives the equilib-

rium premium. Substituting this solution into fl = In /'(/<") - Ini? gives (25).

Proof of Proposition 3. By (24), </) 6 (0, 1). For that to be true, it must be that f'{K) > R,

or otherwise the bond would dominate private equity. By rislc aversion, then, R < p < (j)f'[K) +

(1 — (l))R, which together with (23) gives also p < 1//3. Combining, we have

R<p< (pf'iK) + (1 - <p)R < f'{K) and R<p< 1/(3. (55)

Next, taking logarithms of (23) and rearranging gives

eiog [Pf'iK)] = -log [(/.+ (!- 4>)R/f'{K)] -{0- l)log [p/f'{K)] .

It follows that Pf{K) > 1 if and only li 9 > 9 where

log[^+{l-<f>)R/f'{K)]-='
log[p//'(A-)]

• (^^)

Note that 9 above is expressed in terms of endogenous variables, but (55) ensures that 6<1. Next,

consider the limit as cr —^ 0. Letting stars indicate the steady-state values under complete markets,

we have that R,p,f'{K) -^ R* = /3-\ K ^ K* = /"^ (1//3), and (p -» 0*, where

1-cP* f{K*) - nK*)K* f{K*)/K*-R* ^,^^^-^ =
[R* - l)K'

=
rTTi ^^°'^)- ^^^)

Thus, using L'Hopital's rule in (56), we have that, as cr ^ 0,

9-^ I - {I - 4>*) = 4>*

.

Finally, letting k and a denote, respectively, the capital-output ratio and the income share of capital

(that is, K = K*lf {K*) and a = f (K*) K*/f (K*) , where / (K) = f {K) - {1 - 5) K = K"), we

get by (57) that

R*-l a ^
f{K*)/K*-l 1 + Sk

which completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 4. The budget constraint of household i in period t reduces

cj + fcj+i + (xj+i + 6j+i) <wl = riAl,uJt)kl + Rt {xl + 6J) + wj.

Hence, Lemma 2 continues to apply provided we replace b with x + b; that is,

4 = {I - st){wl + ht)

fcj+i = st4>t{wl + ht)

xj+i + 6J+1 = si(l - (t>t)iwl + hi) - ht
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where </>j, p^, and st are defined again as in Lemma 2. Conditions (27), (28), (31), and (33) then

follow from aggregating across agents and using the bond market clearing condition, J 6J_(_-^
= 0,

like in Proposition 1. Finally, (30) follows from profit maximization in the pubhc-equity sector and

(32) from labor market clearing.

Proof of Proposition 5. We first prove that p (w, R) = gR and 4> (w, R) = (p, where g and ip

are given by (34)-(35). Under Al, n{A,uj) = An{oj), r{A,uj) = Af{u)), and r{uj) = Fk (l,n (w) , 1).

It follows that

( r . ^ 1/(1-7)

(j>{u,R) = a.iguia.yil [^pAFK{l,n{uj),l) + {l->p)RY-'^^P{A)dA

p{uj,R) = maxj /'[(^AFx(l,n(u;),l) + (l-(^)i?]^-^V(^)rf^|
1/(1-7)

Under A2, on the other hand, R = Gk (1, ^ (t^)) = Fk (1, 7^ (w) , 1) //i. Combining gives the result.

We now prove the proposition.

(a) Like in the one-sector case, stationarity of aggregate wealth requires s [pf{uj) + (1 — <^)-R] =

1, where s = P p^~^. Using R = R{uj) and f(w) = fxR{io), we have p = gR and [pf{u)) + (1 — ^)R] =

{pfi+l — (p)R, and therefore the stationarity condition reduces to (36). This together with R = R{oj)

gives a unique R and a unique oj. Next, in steady state, K = ps[W+H] and X+H = {l — ip)[W+H],

and therefore (X + H) /K = (1 — </>) /(p. On the other hand, the clearing condition for the labor

market gives h{uj)K + l{u))X = 1. Using n(w) = p.l{io), and solving the above two conditions for K
and X, we get

p[1 + 1{lo)H] 1 - y. - ^^l{uj)H
K =

.
,. . and A =

;
, ,, .

[^pp + 1 - p)l{i0) (pp + 1 - pi)i{iO)

or equivalently (37). This completes the characterization of the steady state. Uniqueness is obvious.

As for existence, note that any p> 1 implies p> Q and therefore K > Q necessarily. On the other

hand, X > if and only if p is sufficiently small, which is the case as long as a is sufficiently large.

(b) Since R!{ijj) < 0, w decreases with a if and only if R increases with a. From condition (36),

d\nR _ 1

da ~ ~~e

p-1 dlnp
^

dhag

pp + 1 — p da da

It follows that dR/da > 0, and therefore duj/da < 0, if and only ii 9 > 6, where

p — 1 d\np/da
~

pp + 1 — (/7 din g/da

An increase in a unambiguously lowers p and g, which immediately proves ^ < 1. Next, since

l'{u)) < and R'{ij) < 0, from (37) we infer that K is increasing in u) and decreasing in p, and X
is increasing in p but (possibly) non-monotonic in w. Since

K + x = m.) -
ip

- i)
iAH + W(i^-i) ^ 1/,^^) _ (^ _ 1)^-

p + l/p — 1
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aggregate capital A' + X is necessarily increasing in ^p but non-monotonic in w and therefore

non-monotonic in cr as well. Finally, aggregate output is y = F{\,n{u),A)K + G{\,l{u)))X.

Using n(w) = jj.I{oj) and F{K/fi,N,A) = F{K,N,A/fj.) = G{K,N), we have F(l,n(a;),l) =

F{l,jil{uj), 1) = G{lJ{uj))iJ. and therefore Y = G(l, Z(w))[/xi^ + A'], which together with (37) gives

Y = G(l/Z(w), 1) . Output thus increases with w, reflecting the fact that to increases if and only

if resources are shifted from less productive public equity to more productive private equity. By

implication, Y/{K + X) and C = Y — [K + X) also increase with w and decrease with ip. We

conclude that 9 > 9 suffices for an increase in a to raise R and reduce w, K, Y, Y/{N + L), and

Y/iK + X).

Proof of Lemma 3. Let wj denote the wage rate per effective unit of labor and take a given

{Zt,Kt,Xt,Ht-i). The labor-market clearing condition, n{u}t)Kt + l{uit)Xt = Zt, gives a unique

wj. Next, let Rt = R{ojt), Ht = R{uJt)Ht-i - ujtZt, and Yt = }{ujt)Kt + g{LOt)Xt, where / (wj) =

i^(l, n(wf), 1) and g (wt) = G(l, l{iJt))- Next, denote with V't(^) the p.d.f. for the lognormal distrib-

ution lnj4 ~ jV (— (j^/2,aj) , where at = a [1 — rilnZt] , and let
(j)f
= argmax^{/ {(pAjj. -|- 1 — /z)

~'^

V't {A) dA}i/(i-7) ~ ^/ (^^2) . Finally, let Ct = (1 - /3) [Yj + if*] , Kt+i = cp.p [Yt + Ht] , Xt+i =

(1 — (f>t)^ [Yt + Ht] — Ht, and Zt+i = Z^, which completes the construction of {Zt+i, Kt+i,Xt+i,Ht)

and {Ct,Yt,uJt,Rt)

.
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